


Dear Customer,

Thank you for your request for information about our commercial 
quality contract furniture. We manufacture an extensive line that has 
proven attractive and comfortable in many restaurants and bars 
around the world that we think you should consider. We have 
furnished many chains and individual restaurants in a variety of 
styles and themes and would appreciate the opportunity to work styles and themes and would appreciate the opportunity to work 
with you on your new project.

Although this catalog will give you a taste of what we can do, there is 
no way we can send you pictures of our more than 10,000 items. We a 
carry a minimum of 25,000 chairs in stock at all times, and work in 
oak and other hardwoods, steels, aluminum, rattan, laminates, vinyl 
and fabrics.

If necessary, we can also custom-make any chair, booth, stool, table, If necessary, we can also custom-make any chair, booth, stool, table, 
bar or counter to your specifications.

If you need faster information, feel free to contact us with the items
and quantities you are interested in and we shall respond promptly 
with a quotation. As manufacturers, we can give you the best pricing 
around on all our products.

Our prompt, reliable service has impressed thousands of customers 
and kept them loyal for over 65 years. It would be our pleasure to and kept them loyal for over 65 years. It would be our pleasure to 
participate in your project with you. We look forward to hearing 
more about it and await your reply.

Thank you and best regards.

Sincerely,
Barn Furniture Mart, Inc.
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W ood Chairs

1025103110301026

1093109210811127

DRKSA312C1100DRCF1454WDC1037

DRR20253MDRR20217DRHL1012CH2004
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W ood Barstools

CH74-S2013CH33-930CH74-1230CH73-B401-24

DRR24317STS3000SBS30DRR242353CH74-S-930

1025-BS1026-BS1037-BSS1127-BS

1031-BS1092-BS1100-BS1037-BS
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Metal Chairs

301302125124

123122112111

110109108107

106104102101
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Metal Chairs

167180175170

169166161163

160140133136

164162138135
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Metal Barstools

163-BS162C-BS162-BS161C-BS

161-BS160C-BS135C-BS135-BS

134-BS133-BS132-BS131-BS

124-BS123-BS122-BS111-BS
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Metal Barstools

211200-7200-6200-4

200-3200-2200-1169-BS

168-BS167-BS166-BS165C-BS

165-BS164C-BS164-BS163C-BS
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Restaurant Booths

RBM1RB102RB6IronRB103

RBBG1RB106837835

816815810809

833831830829
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Table Bases

TR SeriesSuper EndStarline SeriesSS Series

OrnamentalCrony BarBlade SeriesB Series

8900 Series3000 Series2903 Series2900 Series

2000 Series1200 Series910 Series900 Series
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Table Bases

700 Series650 Series600 Series500 Series

400 Series300 Series200 Series100 Series

TR18T2222T0522CT0522

T0322CT0322LION-4LION-3
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Reversible Table Tops

Wood Table Tops

Walnut-OakMahogany-BlackWalnut-OakMahogany-Black

Walnut ColorNatural ColorMahogany ColorCherry Color
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Mission Bedroom

BFAM521CBFAM371CBFAM372CBFAM506C

BFAM4810CBFAM4806CBFAM370CBFAM486C

BFAM363CBFAM502CBFAM504CBFAM503C

BFAM511QHC BFAM611QLC

Available in Twin, 
Full, Queen & King Sizes
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Contemporary Collection

OFACF2LATCOFACDA824LLOFACD3618FBCBFCA306L

BFCA307LCLBFCA307LBFCA308LBFCA305L

BFCA304SLBFCA3103CBFCA3102LBFCA3101L

BFCA300C
BFCA301L

Available in Twin, 
Full, Queen & King Sizes
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Booth Selection
Booth Layout Guide




